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ABSTRACT

This study represents an attempt to explore certain aspects of the

relationship between the prestige statuses of Canadian ethnic groups and the

social distance expressed toward them" The literature in this area was

examined and three hypotheses derived from an analysis by Jackson and

Curtis (1968) were subjected to empirical tests. These hypotheses were

based on the assumption that ethnicity has a direct effect upon the allocation

of individuals to positions in a status hierarchy and predicted that: 1) the

higher the prestige status of an ethnic groupe the lower the social distance

ex¡pressed toward it, 2l the greater the cultural similarity of two groups,

the lower the social distance between them, and 3) the greater the prestige

differences between two ethnic groups, the greater the social distance

between them. These hypotheses \Mere examined using survey data on an

undergraduate university population and using techniques of multiple and

partial correlation and regression" In general, H5rpotheses l- and 3 were

supported in the data while Hypotheses 2 was not. On the basis of the data,

it was concluded that the social distance expressed toward members of an

ethnic group is directly related to the position of that group in a status

hierarchy and decreases as the prestige status of that group increases"

The prestige of the individualts own group was also found to be an important

factor in the determination of his social distance responses toward other

grolrps. In general, it would seem that individuals tend to associate

intimately with others of approximately equal status" As the prestige



differences between two groups increase, the social distance expressed

between members of these groups also increases" No clear support,

however, was found for the hypothesis that the social distance e>cpressed

between groups decreases as the cultural similarity between them

increases" Finally, regarding the use of social distance scores as

proxy indicators of ethnic prestige, the results of this study indicate that

this practice generally tends to result in the introduction of a considerable

amount of measurement error over and above that which is introduced

when ethnic prestige scores themselves are used. Consequently, it would

seem inadvisable to use social distance scores as proxy indicators of

ethnic prestige as Jackson and Curtis (L972) have done.

Dorothy Weselake



CHAPTER 1

SOCIAL DISTANCE AND ETHNTC STRATIFICATION

Introduction

This study attempts a preliminary investigation of certain aspects

of the relationship between social distance and prestige status in systems of

ethnic stratification" In this chapter, the literature on social distance and

ethnic stratification is examined and, on the basis of this review, certain

problems are identified as requiring further research. Three such problems

derived from the literature, in particular from a discussion by Jackson and

Curtis (1-968), are then examined. On the assumption that ethnicity plays a

direct role in the determination of an individual's position in a status hierarchy,

three predictions are made regarding the nature of the relationship between

ethnic prestige and social distance and cultural similarity. These predictions

are formulated as hypotheses as follows:

Hypothesis No. l-: The higher the prestige status of an ethnic groupe

the lower the social distance expressed toward it.

The greater the cultural similarity of two groups,

the lower the social distance between them"

The greater the prestige differences between two

ethnic groups, the greater the social. distance

between them.

Hypothesis No" 2:

Hypothesis No" 3:



In the chapters that follow, these hypotheses are examined using survey data

and techniques of multiple and partial correlation and regression.



The Concept of Social Distance

A major concern in sociology has been the investigation of intergroup

relations and ethnic stratification. In this àTea, a central concept, 'r social

distancett, has received much atbention in both theory and research" This

concept was first introduced by Robert E. Park who, in an arbicle published in

L924, defined it was 'tthe grades and degrees of understanding and intimacy

which characterize personal and sociar relations generallylt (Lg24z BBg).

Social distance \Mas conceived originally as an atbitude consciously held by

individuals in their relationships with others and manifested in their overt

behavior toward these others (Park, L9242 339)"

On the basis of Parkts preliminary work, Emory S. Bogardus

elaborated upon the original concept, developed a scale to measure it, and

undertook a series of empirical studies extending over a period of more than

forty years. In SociaL Distance (1959), on the basis of over thirty yearst

work, Bogardus described in detail his concephtalization of social distance.

Defined in his terms, it was the 'rdegree of sympathetic understanding which

operates between person and person, between person and group, and between

group and group" (Bogardus, 1959: 7)" By sympathy, he meant positive

ttfeeling reactionst', while understanding referred to that knowledge of a

person which leads to rrfavorably responsive behaviorl' (1959: T)" Thus,

according to Bogardus, social distance involves an understanding of the other

which is based upon some knowledge of him and a feeling or emotive reaction



toward him" Being a feeling reaction, it can range from close intimacy to

strong antagonism. The kind of attitude or reaction which develops toward

the other -- whether itbe one of friendly interest, fear, hatred, competition,

distrust, or passive disinterest -- can have consequences for interpersonal

behavior. Bogardus believed that social distance is a universal phenomenon

which 'þervades aII social life of whatever kindl' (Bogardus , LgSg: 7\.

Bogardus' treatment of social dista¡ce relies heavily upon a symbolic

interactionist interpretation" In this approach, the meaning which an object

has for people and which forms the basis for their behavior toward it is nor

intrinsic to the object itself, but arises out of a process of social interaction

in which the individual actively ttselects, checks, regroups, and transformsrf

meanings (Bogardus u ].932 242) " People do not act, but react, in terms of

their interpretation of what kind of person the other is and of what he is doing

or about to do. These reactions on the parb of both parties determine the

nature of the interaction which will take place. This interaction, in turn, is

t he rrfundamental social process'r which, Bogardus says, is the tr. . "framework

and dynamics of all social relationships ... (without which) ... there would

be no persons, no society, no conflicts, no progress, no mental life .. . 'r

(L932t 242).

Not only has social distance survived more or less intact conceptuallv

since Parkrs and Bogardust early work on it, but the procedures used to

measure it have proven to be almost as durable" Indeed, social distance as
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a concept and the Social Dist¿nce Scale Bogardus developed to measure it have

become almost synonymous. Consistent with the theoretical perspective upon

which the Social Distance Scale is based, respondents are asked to give their

trfirst feeling reactionsrt (Bogardus, 1-959: 8) to a number of social groups.

These reactions take the form of verbal responses of relative willingness or

unwillingness to engage in behaviours held to be representative of varying degrees

of social intimacy or distance with ?rt1pical?r members of these groups. Reactions

toward the others involved--in this case, members of the groups listed in the

scale--and tendencies to interact with them are of major importance from a

symbolic interactionist perspective for, according to this View, social interaction

is the fundamental social process and the form this process takes is determined

by individualsr definitions of the situation.

Since the time of Bogardusr early work, the concept of social distance

has maint¿ined a position of importance in the intergroup relations literature--

in particular, in the literature on ethnic group relations. Although it has varied

in popularity over time, it remains today one of the central concepts in this areà.

While Bogardust conceptualization of social distance and the scale he used to

measure it have survived more or less intact, there have been a number of

criticisms of both of these as well as suggestions regarding how they might be

improved.

The Social Distance Scale is used to measure how people think they

would behave under certain circumstances" Michael Banton (1-967) has pointed
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out that when the test first was formulated, social scientists commonJy assumed

that it was possible to account for overt behavior in terms of the attitudes of

individuals. It was felt that objective social distance \Mas governed by the

"image of the stranger group" (Banton, L967: 3L7) and Bogardus developed the

concept on the basis of this belief . Bogardus assumed that first feeling

reactions without rationalizations are significant in bringing attitudes to the

surface; that is, they indicate how a person would react if he were to face

suddenly the situations described in the scale thus indicating what his behavior

would be like in the actaù, sif,uations" This assumption has been attacked by

Banton and others"

Mozell Hill (1953) has argued that Bogardusr approach may have some

utility for 'rranking groups according to their verbalized reactions to specific

group stereotypestt (1-953: 290). Holever, he continues, such studies of

subjective socia-l distance have utility only to the extent that they provide "guides

and clues to what an individual may or may not do in specific instancesrr (1-953:

293) and, consequently, yield little meangingful data for generalizing about

intergroup relations" According to Bogardus, social distance involves an under-

standing of the other which is based upon feeling reactions toward him and which

leads to favorably responsive behavior. Hill's criticism is based on the belief

that Bogardus sees attitudes as causative agents determining the behavior of

individuals. His argument is that feeling reactions do not necessarily predict

acluaL behaviors and, consequently, attitudes expressed toward groups ate not
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adequate in themselves for e>cplaining how people act" This criticism is not

directed toward the phenomenon as Park (and, to an extent, Bogardus)

described it, but toward that aspect of Bogardusr conceptualization which emphasÍzes

feeling reactions as important faetots influencing actual behaviors toward persons

and groups" The strength of this argument is based upon the belief that Bogardus

sees an extremely close correspondence between these emotional attitudinal

reactions and behavior in actuaL encounters with people. Horffever, it would seem

that Bogardus does not identify these attitudes or predispositions to act and actual

behavior as closely as criticisms by Hill and others (Krech and Crutchfield, L94B;

LapiÞre, :rß4) might suggest" He sees attitudinal responses as a major

determinant of behavior, but his definition of the concept does not necessarily

lead to the conclusion that these responses exactly determine behavior or that

they can adequately predict behavior by themselves. Finally, whether or not

Bogardusr approach yields adequate meaningful data for generalizing about

intergroup relations would seem to be an empirical question.

Continuing his criticism, Hill argues further that, íf any abstract

genetaLizations about intergroup dynamics and social distance are to be

uncovered, social distance must be treated as a much more complex phenomenon.

Recommending what appears to be a Gestalt-like approach to this problem, Hill

states tlnat affiltudinal studies of social distance:

must be an attempt to get at t};re cultural, societal, and
psychological orientations of the individual cbatacterized
by his total configurational mobilizati.on with reference to
the whole situation toward which he behaves (1953: 293) 

"



Hillrs argument suggests a possible weakness in Bogardusr conceptualizatton

in that Bogardus may have treated social distance as less complex a

phenomenon that it might actually be. On the other hand, it can be argued

that complex phenomena can be understood best by attempting to identifu

their component parts, to establish the inter-relationships among these

parts, and to isolate their separate causes and effects, rather than by

atbempting to apprehend them as organic wholes" To the extent that Bogardus

has clearly identified an important variable in intergroup relations and to the

extent that it is useful in understanding intergroup relations, Hillts criticism

would seem to be rather less than telling"

Bogardusr treatment of social distance has been ctiticized on other

grounds as welI. Banton (1967) believes t1nat tt. 
" " it is unprofitable to employ

an inclusive definition" Each form of social distance must be defined in its

own terms. " " (and it) .., would seem more fruitful to anaLyze the various

factors independently.."t'(L967: 31-9)" Others (Krechand Crutchfield, L94B1'

HiIl, 1953; Williams, 1964; Winder, 1956) have also argued that Bogardus'

tteatment of social distance assumes a unidimensionality which, in fact, does

not exist. The available evidence (Triandis, 1964) would seem to suggest,

however, that while social dista¡ce may be a multidimensional concept,

there does appear to be a dimension of social which bears a strong similarity

to Bogardus' conception. Using multiple factor analysis, Triandis (1964)

found five independent factors, one of which he labelled 'rsocial distance."

Items with high loadings on this factoy included: "would not accept as a kin



by marriage, " 'rwould exclude from my neighborhood,rt and trwould prohibit

from voting" " These items correspond closely to three of the items on the

Bogardus Social Distance Scale: "would be willing to admit to close kinship

by marriage,rt "\Mould be willing to admit to my street as a neighbor,tt and

rtwould be willing to admit to citizenship in my country"tt In general, these

items appear toward the î'closett end of the scale and, in fact, it is on this

end of the scale that the vast maiority of social distance responses are

made.

social distance, as it was defined over forty years ago by Park

and Bogardus, remains today a central concept in the literature of intergroup

relations. It has been acknowledged that there are different "grades and

degrees of u¡derstanding and intimacy which chavacterize personal and

social relations generally'r (Park, L924; 339) " There is some question

regarding whether or not this takes the exact form of the 'tsympathetic

understanding" Bogardus described--whether or not it is as dependent upon

thettfeeling reactionsrr of the actors involved and whether or not the under-

standing based upon these feeling reactions has as direct an effect upon

behavior as Bogardus suggested" There is, nontheless, a general consensus

that social distance does exist, tlnàt people clearly ave awate of it, and that

this awareness does influence, to some extent, their behavior toward others.

Social Distance and Ethnic Stratification

While the bulk of the literature on social distance has consisted of
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essentially descriptive reseaTch (e"g" Bogardus, 1933; Melikan and Prothro,

Lg52; Hunt, 1956) leading to a number of well-grounded empirical generalizations,

recent attempts have been made to integrate the concept systematically into

stratification theory (e.g" Shibutani and Kwan, l-965; Jackson and Curtis,

l-968). Prior to dealing with these attempts directly, however, it is necessary

first to discuss alternative ways in which the concept of ethnicity has been

treated in the stratification literature. The incorporation of social distance

into stratification theory will depend importantly upon whether ethnicity is

viewed as a status attribute or as a characteristic of individuals which

essentially crosscuts the stratification sy stem.

In the traditional approach, social stratification is viewed as the

differentiation of people into hierarchies of social strata on the basis of power,

privilege, and/or material resources (Mayer and Buckley, 1-970: 7). The

family is seen as the fundamental unit in stratification, and individual attributes

such as sex, age, religion, and racial ethnic group membership define

aggregates which cut across the stratification hierarchy (Myrdal, L994;

\ü'arner, 1960). Race and ethnicity, consequently:

are regarded as conceptually independent of rank systems;
that is, society is regarded as being vertically differentiated
into classes and horizontally differentiated into racial and
ethnic groups, so that a class structure exists within each
group (Jackson and Curtis, L968: 125) 

"

Members of different taciaL and ethnic groups are seen as distributed across

all levels within the stratification system although this distribution may not
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necessarily be in direct proportion to their numbers in the general population'

Consequently, within each racial or ethnic group is mirrored some image of

the stratification system of the large society (Myrdal, 19442 689-705)'

An alternative interpretation suggests that frequently elaborate and

pervasive systems of I,nequality grounded in a wide :ylar¡ge of racial and ethnic

distinctions are common features of heterogeneous societies such as canada

and the United States" This approach Suggests that ethnic, tacíal, religious,

and regional group membership play a direct part in determining an individualrs

position in the stratification hierarchy in much the same \Ã/ay as does occupational

group membership and attempts to systematically incoqporate these variables

directþ into stratificationtheory (Shibutani and Kwan, 1965; Blishen, 1-970;

Duncan and Dunca¡, 1970; Lieberson, 1-970; Rosewaike, L9?3). Gerhard Lenski

argues:

so long as such groups are irrelevant to the distributive
process, they carrnot be considered classes or status
groups. trVhen, however, membership in them begins

to have an appreciable influence on ments access to
important rewards which are in short supply, then it
becomes impossible to treat them otherwise (Lenski, 1966: 396).

Lenski further points out that in the United States ". . " it is clear that all four

kinds of groups play a significant role in the distributive process. " " (and

therefore) " . "merit the 1abe1 of class or status group, though in varying degree" " "

(1966: 396). According to this approach, to the extent t'nat ahtrlbutes such as

ethnic group membership d.o influence the location of individuals within a

hierarchical system of social sttata, these attributes must be incorporated
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directly into stratification theory. The argument that ethnicity does have this

kind of direct relationship to social status has been supported in Canada by

John Porter who analyzed the proportions of ethdc groups in occupational

categories which could "reasonably be taken as occupational rank or social

class categoriest' (1965: 76) over a period of trventy years and found a definite,

relatively stable rank order of ethnic groups in the economic system (1-965: 76) 
"

Another study in Canada took into account the additional variables of education

and income and reported findings comparable to those of Porter (Blishen, 1958).

Findings such as these support the argument that ethnicity should be treated as

a status attribute, At the attitudinal Ievel, if the population perceives that

individuals are allocated to different positions in a status hierarchy on the

basis of their ethnic identity--that is, if prestige status varies according to

ethnic group membership-- this chzracteristic must be included in stratification

theory.

The argument that ethnicity directly influences the allocation of

individuals to different positions in a status hierarchy in this way assumes that

ethnicity is an important attribute used by individuals to identify themselves

and others and that there is a reasonable amount of consensus among the

members of a society regarding the relative positions occupied by the different

ethnic groups in a status hierarchy. That ethnicity is r.¡-sed by individuals to

identify themselves and others is quite clear (Mulford and Salisbury, 1-964) 
"

However, while the available evidence does suggest considerable agreement

regarding the prestige rankings of various racial and ethnic groups in Canada
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and the United States, direct evidence of the independent contribution of ethnic

prestige to individual status placement is somewhat meagre" Warner et aI.

(1960), for example, found that the predictive validity of the Index of Status

Characteristics (i.S.C") was considerably enhanced for certain ethnic groups,

particularly southern whites, when their ethnic st¿tus was systematicaLly taken

into account. Unfortunately, their sample was too ethnically homogeneous to

permit a thorough investigation of this phenomenono Additional evidence can

perhaps be gleaned from studies on social distance, studies which examine the

degree to which individuals are willing to admit members of different ethnic

groups into relationships representative of various degrees of social intimacy.

In this way, it has been shown that different ethnic groups elicit very different

social distance reactions (Bogardus, l-959) and that racial-ethnic identity is an

important factor in explaining the social distance reactions of individuals to

composite profiles of hypothetical persons described in terms of several social

characteristics, including race and nationality (Triandis and Triandis, 1960).

In order to apply findings such as those reported by Bogardus and

Triandis and Triandis to an analysis of the relationship between ethnic prestige

and the status placement of individuals,a number of assumptions must be made.

One of these assumptions is that social distance reactions to different ethnic

groups can be taken as indicative of the relative standings of these groups in

a hierarchy of ethnic prestige, something which Jackson and Curtis (1968)

have suggested is quite problematis. Theynoted that:
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there is evidence that individuals prefer to associate
with a collection of people at an average rank slightly
higher than their own, but without stepping entirely out
of their own range of status (1968: 126).

For this reason, and because social distance is a '?consequence of other factors

besides status--cultural similarity, for examplel' (Jackson and Curtis, 1968:

L26), th'ey concluded that rtthe relationship between status and intimacy involves

an empirical question to be answered, not assumed, in the definition of status'Î

(1968: 126)" Subsequently, however, Jackson and Curtis (19722 702-703) have

used social distance as a proxy indicator for ethnic prestige status. To use it

in this fashion, though, would seem to imply a rejection of their earlier analysis--

a rejection which does not seem to have been made on the basis of any published

empirical research showing that social distance and ethnic prestige are so

closely related that they can be regarded as interchangeable" It would seem

necessary to subject the hypotheses these two investigators originally advanced

to empirical test, particularly in light of the apparent shift in their argument.

Three such hypotheses can be found in their work.

The first hypothesis derived from Jackson and Curtist analysis (1968:

126) asserts that: the higher the prestige status of an ethnic group, the lower

the social distance exlpressed toward it" Jackson and Curtis suggest that because

individuals tend to prefer to associate with members of groups whose status rank

is slightly higher than their o\Mn, a negative relationship should exist between

social distance and ethnic prestige. This view has been supported by Shibutani

and Kwan (1965) who, although they disagree with Jackson and Curtis regarding

certain other aspects of the relationship between the two variables, do provide
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an effective argument for the adoption of this hypothesis. They argue that the

pattern of social distance sustained among ethnic groups facilitates the

development and maintenance of a system of ethnic stratification (Shibutani

and Kwan, 1965: 314). To improve their position in an ethnic status hierarchy,

it would be at least useful--perhaps even necessary, although Shibutani and

Kwan are not clear on this--for the members of the group to attempt to decrease

the social distance between themselves and members of those groups above

them and to increase the social distance between themselves and members of

those groups below them" For the gro¡.rp to maintain its position existing

patterns of social distance themselves should be maintained. To the exbent

t}rat it can be assumed that individuals generally strive to maintain or improve

their positions in the status hierarchy, this approach suggests that the relative

willingness or unwillingness of the members of a group to engage in intimate

social relationships with members of another group is directþ related to the

status of the latLer group in the system of ethnic stratification" If the hypothesis

that the social distance expressed toward an ethnic group decreases as the

prestige of the group increases is supported in the data, the product-moment

correlation obtained between the two variables should be relatively high and

negative" In testing this hypothesis, a relationship which satisfied conventional

requirements of statistical significance will not be sufficient, in and of itself, to

justify the practice of using social distance as a proqy indicator of ethnic prestige

as Jackson and Curtis (LgTzl have done" In order to provide justification of this

kind, the relationship will have to be Large enough in magnitude to satisfir a test
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for criterion-related validity, and to satisfy it well enough that using the

criterion itself would not reduce the error of measurement sufficientlv to

justify whatever extra effort might be involved in using it.

The second hypothesis to be tested is: the greater the cultural

similarity of two ethnic groups, the lower the social distance between them.

It would seem reasonable to expect to find a negative relationship between

cultural similarity and social distance. The sharing of a cuLture--the sharing

of language, traditions, customse norms, and values--between persons would

seem to increase the likelihood of their sharing the feelings of "sympathetic

understandingl' described by Bogardus (1959: 7) and of manifesting these as

ex¡rressed willingness to enter into relationships of close social intimacy"

For this reason, it would seem reasonable to expect individuals to ex¡press

least social distance toward members of their own culture and of cultures

very similar to their own" As cultural differences increase, social distance

should also increase. The expectation that this will be the case is increased

further by the recognition that differences in cultures often lead to the distortion

of one grouprs understanding of what members of another group are trying to

communicate (Slade, 1-960; HaII and Whyte, 1960) and that this kind of

misunderstanding deriving from cultural differences may a-ffect the 'tconduct

of personal relationstf (Banton, 1967 : 240-242\ 
"

The third hypothesis from Jackson and Curtis (1968) asserts that
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individuals will express a preference to associate on intimate terms with others

whose status is only slightly higher than their own. This hypothesis corresponds

closely to the "Iike-me" hypothesis identified by E.O. Laumann (1966) in his

study of socio-economic stratification in an urban communifir. Laumânn

hypothesized that individuals generally "o o otend to associate intimately with

others of approximately equal status. " "ît (1-966: 40) and, consequently, subjective

social distance toward different ethnic and racial groups occupying different

leve1s in the status hierarchy will vary with the individualrs ov/n grouprs

position in the status hierarchy" According to this hypothesis, the individual

will feel subjectively closer to-raciaL and ethnic groups whose status is similar

to that of his own group and more distant from those further from his own"

Consequently, assumingthat there is a statuscontinuumofethnic and racial

groups, this hypothesis predicts that:

people prefer equal status contacts in intimate social
situations, that a person would feel subjectively closer
to racial and ethnic groups t}:rat are objectively similar
in status to his own and more distant from ethnic and
racial groups tlnat are substantially higher or lower in
status (Laumann, 1966: 40)

\Mhile it was somewhat difficult to frame this hypothesis in propositional form,

it was finally decided to phrase it in the following way: the greater the prestige

differences behveen two ethnic groups, the greater the soeial distance between

them. This would seem essentially to capture Jackson and Curtist original

intentions (1968: L26) "

A review of the theorv and research on social distance and ethnic
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prestige suggested a number of problems requiring empirical investigation.

Some of these problems could not be investigated with the resources available

at this time and, therefore, must remain the task of future research. However,

it was possible to subject to empirical test certain hypotheses regarding the

specific nature of the relationship between social distance and ethnic prestige.

Three hypotheses were derived from an analysis by Jackson and Curtis (l-968) 
"

These hypotheses are based on the assumption that ethnicity has a direct effect

upon the allocation of individuals to positions in a status hierarchy and predict

that: 1) the higher the prestige status of an ethnic group, the lower the social

distance expressed toward it.- 2) the greater the cultural similarity of two

groupse the lower the social distance between them, and B) the greater the

prestige differences between two ethnic groups, t}re greater the social distance

between them.
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CHAPTER 2

METHODOLOGY

Introduction

The data to test the hypotheses were gathered using the sample

Survey approach. Because of limited resources, a mailed questionnaire

was used. The universe consisted of all full-time undergraduate students

at tine University of Manitoba, a medium-sized Canadian university" Using

a random numbers table @Ialock, 1960), a simple random sample with an

initial size of 290 was drawn from this population of approximately l-2r000.

Of the questionnaires mailed out, twelve were returned undelivered, and 201

eventually \Mere returned completed" The gross return rate (of all those

initially mailed) was 69V0, while the net return rate (of all those presumably

delivered) was 7270.

Approximately 45 - 5070 of the questionnaires were returned without

any further contacts being made with the subjects. Ten days after the mailing

of the questionnaires, phone calls were made to non-respondents" Those

claiming they had not received questionnaires were sent a second copy" No

other retrieval procedures were used. As little information \/as available on

those selected to participate in the study, it was not possible to make extensive

checks regarding possible biases in the sample. It was possible to determine,

ho¡ever, that there were no such biases in terms of the sex of the respondents.

Of those who responded to the questionnaire, 119 were rnales and BZ were females

(Appendix D). The mean age of the respondents was 2L"37 years.
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Measurement

The measurement instrument was an eight-page, five-part questionnaire.

Of direct importance to the testing of the hypotheses \Mere three questions

(Appendix A). Part IV Question 28, the Bogardus Social Distance Scale, was

used to measure social distance. Part IV Question 29, t'ne ethnic status scale,

was used to measure the prestige status of ethnic groups" Part V Question 43

was used to establish the ethnic backgrounds of the respondents"

Variables

Social Distance

The original version of Bogardusr social distance scale was used to

measure social distance, the format for the question being adopted directly

from Miller (1970: 230). The Bogardus Social Distance Scale consists of seven

items of behavior which are believed to mark approximately equal distances

along a continuum of social distance" These items are arranged in a descending

order of intimacy, with the lowest number, 1, representing the highest degree

of intimacy and the highest number, 7, representing the lowest degree of

intimacy" Together, they are believed to form a cumulative scale in which,

ideally, if a respondent indicates a willingness to accept members of a group

into the situation described in, for example, item 5, he will also exlpress a

willingness to admit members of that group into the relationships described in

items 6 and 7. Respondents in the sample were asked to designate each of

classifications to which they would be willing to admit the average member of
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twenty randomly listed Canadian ethnic groups on the basis of their first feeling

reactions toward these groups" Bogardusr Racia1 Distance Quotient (Bogardusu

1-959: 30) was used to score responses to the scale" The social distance scores

received by each of the twenty ethnic gïoups \Mere calculated by determining the

arithmetic mean of the responses to the question, rtwilling to admit to close

kinship by marriagertbeing given a value of 1 and "would exclude from mv

countryrf being given a value of 7" These procedures were followed 1argely

for purposes of comparability with prior research. (e.g" Guilford, l_9Bj_;

Bogardus, 1959)"

The Bogardus Social Dstance Scale has stood the test of time remarkably

well and, although it is true that it might well be improved upon through the

careful and systematic application of modern measurement procedures, a

number of factors favor its use" There appears to be a fairly high degree of

stability over time in individualst responses to the social distance scale (Har¿ey

and Hartley, L952; Bogardus, 19b9)" Newcomb (1950) found that the Bogardus

Social Distance Scale had a split-half reliability of "90 or higher. In addition,

Newcomb (1950) suggests that the social distance scale has a high degree of

validity, using as a criterion tragreement with other scales that in certain

particulars are more exactir (1950: 213).. and concludes that it is quite satisfactory

for rneasuring an individualts general social distance and for measuring his

order of preference among ethnic groups (l'tewcomb, 1-950). While reversals

do occur (Krech and Crutchfietd, L948; Goode and Hatt, L}SZ) in the sense that
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people have been willing to accept Itstrangersir into situations which, according

to Bogardus, are situations of close social distance while refusing contact with

them in categories seen to reflect relatively greater social distance (Deutsch

and Õllins, 1951-) Selltiz et al" have noted that these reversals lrcan almost

always be interpreted by postulating the intrusion of some fact other than the

individualrs o\Mn atbitude toward the group in question (Lg52: 872) " An example

might be the possible impact upon real estate values of having a member of a

certain race as a neighbor. Although it is true that reversals do occur in

individual cases, they continue, it is not common for these to be tound for

entire groups and 'ton the who1e, the assumption that these items form a

cumulative scale has been borne out" (SeIItiz, eL ù-, L959: 372). While group-

level reversals may notbe common, it now is known tlnattheparticular ordering

of the items does vary across cultures (IIilI, 1953; Mitchell, 1956)" In this

regard, it is sufficient for present purposes that the order be invariant for those

groups studied. Other criticisms have been raised against the Bogardus Social

Distance Scale. For example, Triandis et al. (1"960) and Triandis et al. (L968)

present evidence which indicates that social distance is not a unidimensional

domain of content. At the same time, however, in Triandist judgement, the scale

is quite adequate for lrrough'r work -- for indicating general predispositions for

individuals to act toward members of certain groups (Triandis et al" 1968). In

brief, while questions can be raised about the traditional procedures used to measure

social distance, there remains considerable force to the judgement made by
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Campbell over twenty years ago that "the social distance scale is so good that,

if Bogardus hadnrt invented it, someone else wouLdtr (1952: 324\ 
"

Ethnic Prestige Status

Following Jackson and Curtisr recommendations (1968: t25-L26),

ethnic prestige status rvas measured using procedures as similar as possible

to those commonly employed in the measurement of occupational prestige

(1Vli1ler, L970: L72-L78\. Respondents were asked to rate the twenty randomly

listed Canadian ethnic groups on a five-point scale according to these groupsl

'rgeneral standing in Canadian society todayrt. Scores for each group were

calculated simply by assigning to each the arithmetic mean of the responses

to the question, with rrexcellent'r given a score of 5 and rþoorlt a score of l-.

The format of the question was designed to paraLleL that for the social distance

question, although the order of presentation of the twenty groups was different

in each case" The rationale behind this parallelism was to minimize the

possibility that the differences between social distance and ethnic prestige

status could be attributed to differences in the format of the two questions.

The ethnic prestige scalewas evaluated by means of an analysis of

the consistency in ratings across ethnic subgroups within the sample as well

as by an attempt to validate it against an independent criterion. Eight major

ethnic subgroups (represented by eight or more respondents each) \Mere

contained in the sample: Chinese, Eng1ish, French, German, Icelandic, Jewish,

Scottish, and Ukrainian" When the ratings of the twenty different groups were
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aggregated and averaged for each of the eight respondent subgroups, and the

ratings of each subgroup correlated with one another, the average intercorrelation

was .84 indicating avery high degree of consistency across subgroups. Tab1e 1

shows the intercorrelations âmong the ratings for the eight respondent subgroups.

While members of six of the eight groups rated their own group more highly than

did nonmembers, the differences uiere generally small and only one group, the

English, rated themselves above all the others (Tab1e 2). The English, however,

\Mere also rated highest by the other groups. Members of two groups (French

and Ukrainians) rated themselves lower than did nonmembers, although here

again the differences \Mere not large" The evidence suggests that there is a high

1evel of agreement among members of the sample regarding the relative position

of the ethnic groups in a hierarchy of ethnic status" In addition, there appears

to be a tendency, albeit slight, for members of different groups to rate their

own group more highly than do nonmembers, although this tendency is not nearly

as strong as it typically is in research on social distance (Simpson and Yinger,

L9652 LL4)"

To provide an independent criterion against which to validate the ethnic

prestige sca1e, a gaoup of twenty-four undergraduate and graduate students,

instructed in the procedures of magnitude estimation measurement (Stevens,

1959) generated estimates of the general standing of the same set of ethnic

groups (Appendix B). The estimates were then averaged across respondents

and the resulting medians correlated .90 with the earlier ones" This was
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some\MhAt lower than anticipated and occurred because the relationship between

the two estimates was not linear. Instead, the plot of the two sets of values

suggested a logarithmic curve. A logarithmic transformation of the magnitude

estimation values, with a slight correction for origin, yielded a correlation of

.94, slightly higher. Thus, the attempt to validate the ethnic status scale

against an independent criterion yielded results which gave the Tesearchers

some confidence in the validity of the scale.

Ethnicity

The hypotheses required the identification of a number of different

Canadian ethnic groups within the sample. Since most of the respondents

ïvere Canadian citizens, the survey required that they identify their ethnic

background TàtheT than their nationality or citizenship" Consequently, the

definition of ethnicity employed was similat to that suggested by Gordon

(].964).AccordingtoGordon,anethnicgroupis'|.".anygroupwhichis

defined or set off by Tace, religion, or national origin, or some combination

of these categories... (for ) ."" all of these categorieshave a common

social-psychological referent, in that all of them serve to create, through

historical circumstances, a sense of peoplehood. " .tt (L9642 27-28) " Unlike

the definition used by warner and srole (1954), this definition does not require

that the individual participate in the activities of the group or that he be

Tecognized by it as a member, but only that he personally identify himself

with it" The question used to establish ethnicity is included in Appendix A'
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Cultural Similari{Y

cultural similarity was dealt with as a dummy variable in the

analysis. The different ethnic groups were classified as northern and

western European, southern and eastern European, and non-European"

The designation of each of the groups to one of these categories was done

by the researchers and was not problematic. Of the twenty groups included

Ín the study, Seven \Mere non-European: Chinese, ESkimo, Canadian Indian,

Japanese, Lebanese, Pakistani, and west Indian. Eight groups (Dutch,

English, French, German, Icelandic, Irish, Scottish, and Swedish) were

classified as northern and western European and the remaining five (Hunga-rian,

Ita1ian, Jewish, Polish, and Ukrainian) as southern and eastern European"

The major problems to which the study is directed assume that

Lenskits assertion that eth¡icity plays a direct role in the differential

distribution of social status is a valid one. If there is a clearly visible

hierarchy of ethnic status in society, this should be reflected in the perceptions

of the persons living in the society: they should be aware of this hierarchy and

should be able to position different groups within it. This placement, if it is

a sufficiently accarate reflection of the actaal placement of individuals in society,

should be relatively consistent across the sample and should not be altered

significantly by individual characteristics of respondents"

Statistical Analvsis

The research findings indicate that respondents exlperienced little
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difficuþ in completing the task which required them to assign the twenty

selected Canadian ethnic groups to categories representative of positions

in a status hierarchy" At least 9570 of the total number of respondents were

able to assign each ethnic group to a position representing their perception

of its social standing in the general society. The standard deviations about

the arithmetic means of the scores given each of the twenty groups ranged

from 0"75833 to 1.0933 out of a possible range of 0"00000 to 5"00000"

These findings support the argument that people are conscious of status

differences between ethnic groups" They also show that individuals,

regardless of their own ethnic identification, are conscious of the positions

the different groups occupy relative to each other in the status hierarchy

and are able to place them in the hierarchy accordingly" When the ratings

of the different groups were aggregated and averaged for each of the eight

major ethnic respondent subgroups represented in the sample and the ratings

of each subgroup correlated one with another, the average intercorrelation

was .84, indicating a high degree of consistency across subgroups" Although

there appears to be a slight tendency for members of different groups to'rate

their o\Mn group slightly higher than do non-members (Table 2), this

difference was so small that it did little to alter the otherwise generally high

level of consensus across groups in the sample.

It would seem reasonable to assume t}rat an individualrs own ethnic

background will influence his perceptions of and attitudes toward other ethnic
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groups. When responses are examined for the sample as a whole, it is

possible that potentially importarft differences between subgroups may be

masked. Therefore, before it can be concluded that the hypotheses are

supported in the data, rt would be worthwhile to examine whether or not

ethnic group membership does affect peoplets responses to the different

ethnic groups" Eight major ethnic subgroups (represented by eight or

more respondents each) were contained in the sample" To take into

consideration the possible inJluence of ethnic group membership upon

individualts responses, the data were analyzed for the sample as a whole

and for each of these major ethnic subgroups separately"

The first hypothesis derived from Jackson and Curtis' analysis

is that the social distance expressed toward a specific group decreases

as the prestige status of the group increases regardless of the prestige

of the individual's orÃ¡n ethnic group. If this hypothesis is supported, there

should be a high negative correlation between ethnic prestige status and

social distance for the whole sample and for each of the respondent sub-

groups"

The second hypothesis is that as the cultural similarity between

two ethnic groups increases, the social distance between them decreases.

If the correlation between cultural similarity and social distance yields a

coefficient which is high and positive, this hypothesis will be supportecl.

This hypothesis should also be supported attlne subgroup level; each ethnic

respondent subgroup should express least social distance toward members
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of groups ïvhose cultures are similar to their own.

if the third h5¡pothesis is supported in the data--that is, if the

social distance expressed toward an ethnic group increases as the difference

between the prestige status of the group and the prestige status of the

individualts own group increases--the membership of the individual in a

certain ethnic group should have a direct effect upon his social distance

responses toward other ethnic groups. One way to test this hypothesis might

be to calculate, for each ethnic subgroup separately, prestige diøsimilarity

scores for the twenty ethnic groups included in the study by subtracting the

prestige scores of each of the twenty groups from the prestige score of the

ethnic subgroup in question and taking the absolute values of the differences.

These dissimilarity scores could then be correlated with ethnic subgroupsr

Social distance scores" Hov/ever, these correlations, in the case of high

prestige groups, would not be distinguishable from those used to test the

first hypothesis. To avoid this problem, it \Mas necessary to test the third

hypothesis in a more circuitous mafìner, This was done by comparing the

slopes generated by regressing social distance on ethnic prestige. If

individuals do prefer to interact on intimate terms with others of like status,

the lower the prestige of a subgroup, ttre greater should be the departure of

the regression slope from the maximum negative value it could possess" If

the trlike-me" effect is the only effect operating, then the slope should be

negative and large for groups at the top of the prestige continuum and positive

and large for those at tlne bottom (Figure 1) " In any casee the slopes should
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be closest to their maximum negative value for high prestige groups and

closest to their minimum negative value for low prestige groups. In this

manLer, the regression slopes of each of the eight major ethnic respondent

subgroups in the sample could be examined for evidence in support of the

'flike-me" hypothesis.

FIGURE 1. Hypothetical Relationship between Ethnic Prestige
Status and Social Distance-- The rrl,ike-Met' Effect

For Low Prestige GrouPs:

High

Low Prestige

One of the problems involved in testing the hypothesis suggested

by Jackson and Curtis' discussion is that these hypotheses do not completely

support each other in a logical manner. Hypothesis 1 asserts that as the

prestige of an ethnic group increases, the social distance expressed toward

it by an individual will decrease regardless of that individualrs or¡/n ethnic

group identification. This hypothesis thus predicts that a member of a low

prestige group will e>cpress less social distance toward members of high

prestige groups than toward members of low prestige groups. In contrast,

Hypothesis B argues that social distance increases as the prestige differences

between two ethnic groups increase" Consequently, according to this

hypothesis, a member of a low prestige group would feel subjectively closer

High

Low

For High Prestige GrouPs:

Prestige
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to members of other low prestige groups and would express less social distance

toward these persons than toward members of high prestige groups" It is quite

possible that in an actual situation, the relationships described by both

Hypotheses 1 and S--along with other factors--operate together to influence

how an individual wilI, in fact, teaet toward a specific member of a certain

ethnic group. However, while it may be possible to estabiish the existence of

both of the effects predicted by I{ypotheses 1 and 3 using the data available in

this study, it may be difficult--and, in fact, impossible--to establish the

relative strengths of these two influences in determining individualsr reactions

toward different ethnic groups"
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CHAPTER 3

DATA ANALYSIS

From the social distance question, the mean Racia1 Distance Quotient

and the standard deviation for each of the twenty Canadian ethnic groups were

obtained" These and the corresponding social distances scores are included

in Table 3" Table 4 contains the mean prestige ratings, the standard deviations,

and corresponding standardized scores obtained by the twenty groups on the

ethnic prestige scale, In general, the data reported in these tables were

consistent with the e>cpectations of the researchers, based on the review of the

literature" The social distance scores obtained by the twenty ethnic groups

ì¡/ere comparable to results obtained in other studies of social distance attitudes

toward North American racíal, and ethnic groups (e"g. Guilford, 1-93L; Simpson

and Yinger, 1-965, Bogardus, 1959)" Similarly, the prestige scores obtained

by the groupse with some slight variations, closely approximated the prestige

rankings obtained by Blishen (1953) and Porter (1965) in their studies of the

status of different ethnic groups"

Hypothesis 1:

The first hypothesis suggested that the social dist¿nce exlpressed

toward an ethnic group increases as the prestige status of the group decreases.

When prestige status and social distance weïe correlated with one another for

the entire sample, the resulting product-moment correlation \Ã/as -.80" This

high negative correlation strongly supports the hypothesis. When the sample
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was subdivided into the eight major ethnic respondent subgroups and product-

moment correlations calculated for each of these, the resulting correlations

ranged from -.?9 for the English subgroup to -.20 for the Jewish subgroup'

These correlations and the tests of significance are reported in Tab1e 5' As

predicted in the hypothesis, the correlations between the two variables are all

negative in sign. T\Mo of the eight correlations \Mere relatively close to zeto

(Chinese and Jewish), however, and the data indicate that the correlations

for these two groups are not significant atthe .05 Ievel" For the sample as a

whole then, the data are consistent with the hypothesis. when the sample is

subdivided and the relationship between social distance and ethnic prestige

status examined within each of the eight ethnic respondent subgroups separately'

the hypothesis is clearly supported in six of the eight cases" whether the

minimum support provided in the remaining two cases can be attributed to

measurementunreliabilityarisingoutoftheverysmallnumbersinthe

subgroups or whether it occurred because these two cases represent genuine

exceptions which ultimately may require that the hypothesis be modified (or

even abandoned) is a problem which will have to be resolved through further

research.

With these two possible exceptions the data support the first hypothesis'

It would seem to be the case that individuals, regardless of their own ethnic

identity, are more willing to interact intimately with members of high prestige

groupsthanwithmembersofgroupsoccupyingpositionsoflowprestige"
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Howevef, before leaving this hypothesis, another possible alternative

ex-planation for the results obtained in the data must be considered' The

numerical dominance of northern and western European groups in the sample--

all of which occupy positions of relatively high prestige--could be responsible

for the high correlation l¡etween social distance and ethnic prestige for the

sample as a whole simply because (as the third hypothesis asserts) individuals

may prefer to interact on intimate terms with members of groups with like

status. This possibiliff can be evaluâted by examining separately the

relationship between social distance and ethnic prestige within each of the

eth¡ic respondent subgroups" If the correlation remains negative in each

casee even for groups considerably below avepage in prestige, then this

second e>cplanation can be effectively ruled out as being responsible for the

obtained results" Since each of these correlations is negative in sign, it

would appear that the data are more consistent with the first hypothesis than

they are with the proposed alternative"

while the data support the first hypothesis, they also suggest that

using Social distance aS a proxy indicator of ethnic prestige status can

introduce a considerable amount of measurement error" For the sample as

a whole, the correlation coefficient for the relationship between social

distance and ethnic prestige was -"80. This correlation indicates that while

approximately 6470 of the variance in these two variables is shared, approximately

3670 is not. If social distance scores were used in place of ethnic prestige

scoresinthesample,s6Zoerf.otinmeasurementwouldhavebeenintroduced
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over and above that which would have been involved were the ethnic prestige

scores themselves used" In order to examine this measurement error more

directly, ethnic prestige was regressed on social distance for the sample as

a whole and the ethnic prestige scores of the twenty Canadian ethnic groups

were predicted from their social distance scores using the equation:

Z = -"80 Z wh.ere Z_^ is the predicted prestige score expressed in standardized0-sP
form, -" 80 is the product-moment correlation between the two variables, and

Z is the standardized social distance score. Residual scores for each group

were calculated by subtracting the predicted prestige score of the group from

the actual prestige score it received in the sample" These residual scores'

expressed in standardized form, are presented in Table 6 " Figure 2 shows

the distribution of the act:ual prestige scores received by the twenty groups

around the least squaïes line predicted by the equation. As the residual

scores indicate, while the prestige scores for southern and eastern European

groups hovered close to zeto, those of northern and western European groups

are consistently underestimated and those of non-European groups are

consistently overestimated. Since northern and western European groups

generally lie above the mean in prestige, non-European groups generally lie

below it, and southern and eastern European groups cluster around the mean,

the main effect of using social distance scores in place of ethnic prestige

scores for the sample as a whole is to employ a proxy indicator in which the

estimated scores are biased (regressed) toward the mean" This probably

occurs as a result of the well-known tendency for persons to restrict their
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responses to the social distance scale to a rather small segment of its total

Tange2 thus constricting the variance in social distance scores. This effect

is apparent in the prestige and social distance scores obtained in the sample;

although the social distance scale permits a wider raîge of possible values

than does the ethnic prestige scale, the prestige scores obtained by the ethnic

groups ranged from L"46 to 4.38 on a five-point scale whereas the Racial

Distance Quotients obtained by these groups ranged from L.26 to 2"L2 on a

seven-point scale" At the level of the total sample, the major effect of

substituting social distance scores for ethnic prestige scores would be to

attenuate correlations between ethnic prestige and other variables since this

is generally what happens to correlations when variances are constricted.

However, in this sample a high degree of overlap is evident in the two

measures and, for this reason, the extra effort required to generate ethnic

prestige scores might not be justified by the relatively small reduction in

measurement error which results.

Another possible explanation for the degree of overlap obtained

between the two variables might be found in the ethnic composition of the

sample as a whole. The sample was comprised largely of members of

northern and western Europeân groups and, as the data in Table 6

indicate, it is precisely in these groups that the relationship between

eth¡ic prestige and social distance is highest" Had the sample been

predominantly southern and eastern European or non-European in composition,

tlne data suggest that degree of overlap apparently would have been much
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lower. While these results are hardly definitive, this does cast real doubt on

the adequacy of social distance aS a ploxy indicator for ethnic prestige

generally, although there may be situations in which, as a function of

the ethnic composition of the sample, the errors of measurement which result

are not prohibitivelY high.

HypothesLs_?:

The second hypothesis asserted that individuals prefer to interact

intimately with members of cultures similar to their own and predicted a

strong positive relationship between cultural similarity and social distance"

In the sample as a whole, the product-moment correlation between the two

variables was .67. This correlation, while not quite as high as might have

been expected, would seem to support the hypothesis. However, the data

indicate that the relationships between cultural similarity and ethnic prestige

(r= -.72) andbetween social distance and ethnic prestige (r= -.80) are both

stronger than is the relationship between social distance and cultural similarity.

It therefore is possible that the relationship between social distance and

cultural similarity is a spurious onê--that cultural similarity is related to

social distance only to the exbent tinat it affects ethnic prestige. Utilizing

partial correlations, the direct effect of cultural similarity upon social distance

can be compared empirically with the effect of cultural similarity upon social

distance through ethnic prestige. Assuming that ethnic prestige has been

measured accurately and there are no other causes of social distance which

are also related systematically to ethnic prestige and cultural similarity' the
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effect of cultural similarity on social distance can be examined by comparing

the zero-order conelation coefficient rrt with the partial correlation

coefficient ttB.Z in Figure 3. If cultural similarity does not affect social

distance directly but only through the intervening variable, ethnic prestige,

the correlation between cultural similarity and social distance, controlling

for ethnic prestige, should be substantially less than the corresponding zeror

order correlation and, in the ideal case, should approach zero. When ethnic

prestige is held constant, the correlation between social distance and cultural

similarity is reduced from "67 to .21. While this correlation does not drop

to zeto, it is greatly reduced.

FiGURE 3" Hypothetical Causal Structure. Social Distance
Explained by Cultural Similarity and Ethnic Prestige.

Where: Xt is cultural similarity,
XZ is ethnic prestige and
XS is social distance.

As the data indicate. the correlation between social distance and

cultural similarity is reduced by approximately 6970 when the effect of

ethnic prestige is held constant. Controlling for the intervening variable,

\
\
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etb¡ic prestige, cultural similari{y explains only about AVo of. the variance in

social distance scores. In contrast, when ethnic prestige and social distance

are correlated with one another holding the effect of cultural similarity

constant, the correlation between the two variables is "62, only somewhat

lower than the zero-order correlation of -"80" Controlling for the effect of

the intervening variable, cultural similarity, the correlation between social

distance and ethnic prestige was reduced by only 221ç, considerably less than

tlne 6970 reduction which resulted in the correlation between cultural similarity

and social distance when the effect of ethnic prestige was held constant"

Controlling for the effect of cultural similarity upon the social distance scores

of the ethnic groups, ethnic prestige still explained more than SBVo of the

variance in social distance scores. The evidence thus suggests quite strongly

that cultural similarity affects social distance primarily through the

intervening variable, ethnic prestige, and has little, if any, significant direct

effect upon the variable"

When t1ne data were anaLyzed at t'ne subgroup level and cultural

similarity correlated with social distance within each of the eight major

ethnic subsamples, the resulting correlations ranged from -"04 for the Jewish

subgroup to "78 for the Scottish subgroup. These correlations are reported

in Tab1e 7. In all but one case, the correlations between the variables were

positive as predicted in the hypothesis" Although there is some variation

within categories, the correlations are reLatively high and positive for
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northern and western European groups and--although with one exception, still

positive-- considerably lower for the remaining four major subgroups in the

sample" In particular, the correlations between cultural similarity and social

distance are markedly low for the two non-European groups" For the Chinese

subgroup, cultural similarity e>rplains onLy 4Vo of the variance in social

distance scores and, in the case of the Jewish subgroup, cultural similarity

and social distance ate negatively related" The three ethnic subgroups for

which the highest coruelations between cultural similarity and social distance

\Mere obtained were the Eng1ish, the Scottish, and the Germans" These groups

are also groups which occupy positions of high prestige in the society. It

would seem possible that the high correlations obtained for these groups might

be directly related to the prestige of these grolrps and only indirectly related

to the variable of cultural similarity. The high overall positive correlation

for the sample as a whole then possibly could be related to the numerical

dominance in the sample of members of high prestige--particularly western

and northern European--groups" To test this possibility, the sample \Mas

subdivided into the eight major ethnic respondent subgroups and partial

correlations calculated for social distance and cultural similarity, holding

the effect of ethnic prestige constant, and for social distance and ethnic prestige,

holding the effect of cultural similarity constant. These correlations are

reported in Table ?" For each of the eight major respondent subgroups,

the amount of variance in social distance scores explained by cultural similarity,

holding the effect of ethnic prestige constant, is compared with the amount of

vatiance explained by the zero-otdet cotrelation between social distance and
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cultural similarity. Similarly, the amount of variance in social distance scores

explained by ethnic prestige, holding the effect of cultural similarity constant,

is compared with the amount of variance explained by the zero-order

correlation between social distance and ethnic prestige. As the table indicates,

the differences in the amounts of social distance explained by cultural similarity

and ethnic prestige, controlling for the other variable, is only very slight.

While the differences in the decreases in the amounts of variance ex¡llained by the

variables are in the direction predicted by the alternative hypothesis in three

of the cases (Eng1ish, German, and Icelandic), in three more (French,

Scottish, and Chinese) the differences are in the opposite direction" In any case,

for all six of these subgroups, the differences in the amounts of explained

variance àTe very slight, ranging from LVo to 5lo" In fact, in the remaining two

groups (Jewish and Ukrainian), there were no differences in the decreases in

the amounts of e4plained variance" At the subgroup level then there is no

apparent support for the argument that cultural similarity and social distance

are only spuriously related and that cultural similarity is related to social

distance primarily through the intervening variable, ethnic prestige, At the

same time, however, there is also no strong support for the original hypothesis.

While with only one exception (the Jewish subgroup) social distance and cultural

similarity were positively related as predicted in the hypothesis, the strength of

these correlations varied considerably" At most, cultural similarity explained

6t%o of. the variance in social distance scores (for the Scotbish subgroup)"

However, cultural similarity ex¡plained only AVo of the variance in social
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distance scores for the Chinese subgroup and a negtigible amount of variance

for the Jervish subgroup. It would also seem that the correlations obtained

between social distance and cultural similaritv can be directlv related to

the ethnic composition of the sample" As Table 7 indicates, with one

exception (the Icelandic subgroup) correlations are highest and positive for

northern and western European groups" The correlations for the southern

and eastern European groups are still positive but are somewhat lower, and

those for the non-European groups are very low (and in one case, the Jewish,

the correlation is negative). It would seem possible that the high correlation

between cultural similarity and social distance for the sample as a whole

might be directly related to the ethnic composition of the sample. The sample

is comprised largely of members of northern and western European groups

and it is for these groups that ttre correlations between cultural similarity and

social distance are highest. It is, therefore, quite likely that, were the sample

comprised more of southern and eastern European groups or of non-European

groups, the correlations obtained between the two variables would not have

been as high. The results obtained thus are, at besto inconclusive. In general,

they would tend to suggest that the hypothesis be rejected on the basis of the

available evidence. In any casee it would seem that the final decision on this

hypothesis must be reserved for future research with a sample in which

representation of northern and western European groups is not preponderant"
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Hypothesis 3:

The third hypothesis predicted that the social distance expressed

toward an eth¡ic group will decrease as the difference between the prestige

status of the group and the prestige status of the individualls own group

increases. For each of the eight major ethnic respondent subgroups represented

in the sample, social distance \¡/as regressed on ethnic prestige and the resulting

slopes compared. These unstandardized regression slopes are reported in

Table 8. Although there is a considerable amount of variation within the two

categories,as predicted in the hypothesis, high prestige groups tend to have

slopes with higher negative values than those of low prestige groups" Thefour

highest prestige groups--the English, German, Icelandic, and Scottish--overall

have slopes with considerably higher negative values than the four groups with

the lowest prestige--the French, Ukrainian, Jewish, and Chinese. The first

hypothesis derived from Jackson and Curtis predicted that, regardless of their

own ethnic group status, individuals tend to be more willing to interact intimately

with members of high prestige groups than with members of low prestige groups

and consequently predicted a negative relationship between social distance and

ethnic prestige for all of the eight ethnic respondent subgroups" While the slopes

of all of the subgroups are negative, however, those of higher prestige groups

are of a higher negative value than those of lower prestige groups. This would

seem to indicate that the ethnic status of the individualrs own group does affect

the social distance attitudes he expresses toward members of other ethnic groups"

The third hypothesis derived from Jackson and Curtis asserted that individuals

would feel subjectively closer to members of ethnic groups whose prestige
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status was similar to that of their own ethnic group and would thus express least

social distance toward members of groups with "like status.?r In the case of

high prestige ethnic groups, this "like-meil effect should result in a high

negative relationship between social distance and ethnic prestige. As the data

indicate, the results confirm this prediction" It would seem that members of

high prestige groups do in fact ex¡press least social distance toward members

of other high prestige groups and greater social distance toward members of

groups whose prestige differs more from their own" While, in the case of high

prestige groups, the results predicted by the first and third hypotheses do not

conflict with each other, in the case of the lower prestige groups the results

predicted by the two hypotheses tend to contradict each other. According to

the first hypothesis, the lower prestige groups should express least social

distance toward high prestige groups whereas, according to the third hypothesis,

the lower prestige groups should express least social distance toward other low

prestige groups. The negative slopes obtained for the lower prestige groups

indicate support for the first þpothesis, but the findings that these slopes are

lower in value than those obtained for the higher prestige groups would indicate

that the relationship predicted by the third hypothesis is also operating to

determine the social distance attitudes expressed by the respondents. On the

basis if the data, it would seem that the social distance attitudes expressed by

individuals toward different ethnic groups are influenced to some extent by both

of the factors described in the two hypotheses. UnJortunately, with the existing

data, ít was not possible to establish the reLatîve strengths of the two
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relationships and how these interact to determine the actual social distance

attitudes that ate expressed toward the members of the different ethnic

groups.

As a further test of the third hypothesis, prestige dissimilarity

scores were calculated for the two groups lying below the overall prestige

mean þy subtracting the prestige scores of each of the twenty groups from

the prestige score of the group and then taking the absolute difference), and

these were correlated withthe social distance scores for these two groups.

if the dissimilarity effect were operating, these correlations would tend to

be larger in magnitude than the corresponding correlations between ethnic

prestige and social distance. This was found, in fact, to be the case in both

instances. For the Chinese subgroup, the correlation between prestige

dissimilarity and social distance was o 53 compared with the correlation

between prestige and social distance, -.24--an increase of over 2070 in

explained variance" Similarly, for the Jewish subgroup, ttre correlation

between prestige dissimilarity and social distance was -"29 compared with

.20, the correlation between prestige and social distance. This again

represents an improvement, although slight, in the amount of variance

explained. The two tests of the hypothesis, although both necessarily indirect,

thus did produce results which were consistent with the relationship predicted

by the hypothesis"
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CIIAPTER 4

SUMMARY AND COI\T CLUSIONS

SUMMARY

This study represents an aftempt to ex1plore, in a preliminary

manner, certain aspects of the relationship between ethnic prestige and

the social distance attitudes expressed toward the members of different

canadian ethnic groups" An examination of the literature in this area

indicated some disagreement regarding the exact role of social distance

in systems of ethnic stratification (Shibutani and Kwan, lg6b; Jackson

and Curtis, L968; Triandis and Triandis, 1960). Three hypotheses

regarding the nature of this relationship were derived from an analysis

by Jackson and curtis (1968) and subjected to empirical test. These

hypotheses \Mere that: 1) the higher the prestige status of an ethnic group,

the lower the social distance expressed toward it, 2) tl.e greater the

cultural similarity of two ethnic groups, the lower the social distance

between them, and 3) the greater the prestige differences between two

ethnic groups, the greater the social distance between them. These

hypotheses were examined using survey data on an undergraduate universit¡r

population and using techniques of multiple and partial correlation and

regression.

The first hypothesis asserted that ethnic prestige and social

distance are negatively related. This hypothesis was strongly supported
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in the sample as a whole and in six out of eight cases when the data were

anaLyzed at the subgroup level" For the sample as a who1e, ethnic prestige

and social distance \¡/ere highly correlated and, thus, the overall findings

suggest a close relationship between the two variables" \Ãihen the relationship

between social distance and ethnic prestige was examined within each of the

ethnic respondent subsamples, the strength of the relationship varied

considerably from group to group. For the northern and western European

groups, the correlations between social distance and ethnic prestige were aII

quite high (-. 58 or higher) while for the southern and eastern European and

non-European groups, these correlations were considerably lower (-.54 or

lower) " On the basis of this latter analysis, it was argued that the high overall

relationship between the two variables was due largely to the preponderance of

northern and western European gfoups in the sample. Consequently, the use

of social distance scores as proxy indicators of the prestige scores of ethnic

groups as Jackson and Curtis have done (L972), it was concluded, could well

open up the possibility of introducing serious measurement error depending

upon the ethnic composition of the sample. On the basis of the existing data

it would seem that, while the measurement error introduced by using social

distance as a proxy indicator of ethnic prestige might be minor in the case of

northern and western European groups, in the case of the other groups

(southern and eastern European and non-European), the amount of error

introduced by this practice might be prohibitively high.

Examination of the data initially indicated support for the second
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hypothesis, tlnat cultural similarity and social distances are positively

related. Further analysis of the data, taken across all of the ethnic groups

represented in the sample, indicated that approximateLy 4t7o of the vatíance

in social distance scores apparently explained by cultural similarity could be

attributed to the effect of an intervening variable, ethnic prestige" The

observed relationship between cultural similarity and social distance thus

would seem to be a spurious one and would suggest that the original hypothesis

be rejected on the basis of the available evidence and be replaced by an

alternative one. This alternative hypothesis suggested that the observed

effect of cultural similarity upon social distance is largely the result of an

intervening variable, ethnic prestige. When this alternative hypothesis was

tested at tlne subgroup level, little support was found for the argument that

cultural similarity is related to social distance primarily through ethnic

prestige. When the original hypothesis also \^/as examined at the subgroup

level, however, support for the hypothesis \Mas found to vary considerably

from group to group: at most, cultural similarity ex¡plained 6lTo of tl:'e

variance in social distance scores (for the Scottish subgroup) and, at its

least, a negligible amount of variance \Mas e>rplained by cultural similarity

(the Jewish subgroup)" At best, then, the results were inconclusive"

Particularly in view of the f.act that the data indicate that the high overall

correlation between the two variables might have occurred because of the

over-representation of northern and western European groups in the sample,

it would seem that the final decision on this hvpothesis must be reserved for
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future research with a sample which is less ethnically homogeneous in

composition"

The third hypothesis predicted that the social distance expressed

toward an ethnic group increases aS the difference between the prestige

status of the group and that of the individualrs otpn group increases.

Comparison of the unstandardized regression slopes of the eight major

subgroups represented in the sample indicated that, although there \Mas some

variation across groups, the regression slopes of the four highest prestige

groups were high and negative while those of the four lowest prestige groups

\Mere lower and negative--a finding which supports the hypothesis. When

prestige dissimilarity scores were calculated for the two groups lying below

the overall prestige mean (Jewish and Chinese), the correlations obtained

were significantly higher than the corresponding correlations between ethnic

prestige and social distance for the two groups. Thus, in both tests of this

hypothesis, the data \/ere found to be consistent with the relationship predicted"

Horvever, the evidence obtained was indirect, and in future research better

tests will have to be devised to test more directly the nature of the relationship

between prestige dissimilarity and social distance'

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTTONS FOR FUTIIRE RESEARCH

This research has attempted only a preliminary and exploratory

investigation of certain basic issues involving the relationship between social

distance and ethnic stratification" Because of the small sample size and its
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relatively homogeneous ethnic composition, it is difficult to make any

particularly firm conclusions regarding the three hypotheses which were

tested" However, the results obtained do indicate the presence of certain

relationships between the variables examined. The data suggest that the

social distance expressed toward the members of an ethnic group is

directly related to the prestige status of that group and decreases as the

prestige status of that group increases" The prestige of the individualrs

o\¡/n group would also appear to be an important factor in the determination

of his social distance responses toward other groups. As Jackson and

Curtis (1968) suggested, in general individuals tend to associate intimately

with others of approximately equal status. As the prestige differences

between trvo groups increase, the social distance expressed between the

members of these groups also increases" trVhile the results obtained \Mere

not entirely conclusive, these two hypotheses were supported in the data.

No clear support, however, was found for the hypothesis that social distance

increases as cultural similarity decreases. Similarly, the findings of this

research indicate that the practice of using social distance scores as pro4y

indicators of the prestige scores of ethnic groups in general may well lead

to the introduction of a considerable amount of measurement error over and

above that introduced when the prestige scores themselves are used" For

this reason, it would seem inadvisable to use social distance scores as

proxy indicators of ethnic prestige as Jackson and Curtis (1972) have done,
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The conclusions t'nat can be drawn from this study are limited by

certain factors. First of all, the sample was relatively small in size and

was composed entirely of undergraduate university students" Because of

differences in the composition of the population from which the sample was

drawn and that of the general society, it is difficult to generalize with any

con-fidence to the general population of Canada. \Ã/hile, hopefully, the

interaction between the variables being examined and the relationships

observed between them are indicative of those ín the general society, it

would be preferrable to re-examine these hypotheses with alarge-r sample

which is representative of aII of Canadian society.

Further, the sample used in this study consisted entirely of people

living in a relatively small geographical a'rea. Because it is like1y that there

are regional differences in the proportions of different ethnic groups

represented in àfi atea and in historical, economic, and other factors

related to these groups, it is possible that attitudes toward certain groups

may vary from one region to another. While these kinds of differences

would not be expected to have any appreciable effect upon the problems

which were examined in this study, it would be useful to examine these

problems with a sample drawn from another geographical atea in order to

safeguard against the possibility that certain behaviors specific to the

people of one region are affecting the relationships being examined.
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An individual occupies positions in a number of different status

systems. Not only is a person allocated a status position on the basis of

his ethnicity but he is also allocated a status rank on the basis of a number

of other chayactetistics, including among these, income, occupation, and

education. This study has concentrated completely upon only one of the

determinants of social status and has not examined the interrelationshi'os

between this variable and the other determinants of status. In many

instances, an ethnic group may be closely associated with certain of these

other variables, particularly those which are tlne components of an

individualts socio-economic status" Consequently, it is possible that the

status rank allocated to the members of a cettain ethnic group--and the

social distance expressed toward them--may be determined to aLarge

exbent by factors such as the occupational rank generally associated with

that group" Future research on social distance and ethnic prestige should

control for any differences which might be caused by intervening variables

such as these.

Finally, this study has focussed upon the relationship between

social distance and ethnic prestige at the attitudinal level and has examined

certain aspects of the relationship between individualst perceptions of the

prestige of different ethnic groups and their expressed willingness or

unwillingness to engage with members of these groups in behaviors

representative of different degrees of social intimacy. Additional research

should be undertaken to investigate the actual behavior of individuals toward
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membeïs of different ethnic groups and the relationship between this

behavior and the individualsr perceptions of the prestige of the different

groups.
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APPENDD( A

THE MEASI.JREMENT INSTRUMENT

Bogardus Social Distance Scale

For each of the Canadian ethnic groups listed below, circle each
of the classifications to which you would be willing to admit the
average member of that group. Answer in terms of your first
feeling reactions.

To To my To my To To As Would
close club street employ- citizen- visit- exclude
kinship as a as ment in ship in ors from
by personal ã my occu- 

1{-.^"___ ffiv to *_y
marriage friend neighbor pation country äó'untrv country

Scots 1

Germans 1

Poles 1

Irish 1-

Italians 1

Ukrainians 1

Dutch 1

Canadian Indians L

English 7
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Chinese 1

West Indians L
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Eskimos 1-
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Ethnic Status Cate€sg Jeeþ

Rightly or wrongly, members of different ethnic groirps in Canada
today do not receive the same respect, status, or prestige, even
though this may have nothing to do with their worth as individuals"
Some are looked up to, while others are looked down on. For each
of the Canadian ethnic groirps listed below, indicate what you think
their general standing is in Canada tcd.ay. If you think their general
standing is 'rgood, " then put a circle around the letter 'r grt. If you
think it is fair, thenput a circle around?rf ", and so on.

Excellent Good
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Ethnic Background

What is your ethnic background (e.g" Polish, English, Jewish,
etc.) ? Do not put Canadian, since it is your background which
we would like to know, not your nationality or citizenship"
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APPENDIX B

Magnitude_Estimation oJ Ethnic Status

Below, we would like you to estimate the general standing of a number of
individuals using just one piece of information: their ethnicity. Let us
assume that a radio announcer has 100 units of status. If another individual
has twice as much status in your judgement, give him 200; if he has one-
thi4 as much, give him 33-L/3" In other words, make the number propor-
tionâl to the amount of status as you see it. You may use whole numbers or
fractions. If a man has no status at aIL, give him zeto.

If a radio announcer has 100 units of status, how much status
would the following people have ?

a person of Ukrainian origin
a university professor
a janitor
a Canadian Indian
an Eskimo
a sales clerk
a person of Chinese origin
a carpenter
a radio announcer
a person of Japanese origin
a locomotive engineer
a taxi driver
an electrician
a fisherman
an insurance salesman
a person of Irish origin
a service station attendant
a truck driver
a person of Icelandic origin
a person of Jewish origin
a person of Swedish origin
a person of West Indian origin
a person of Polish origin
a person of English origin
a person of German origin
a person of Lebanese origin
a lawyer
an airline pilot
a person of Hungarian origin
a rnetal working machine operator
a physician
a person of Scottish origin
a person of French origin
a person of Pakistani origin
a person of Dutch origin
a person of Italian origin
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APPENDTX C

TABLES

TABLE 1" Intercorrelations among Prestige Ratings of
Twentv Ethnic Groups, Eight Ethnic Respondent Subgroups

Ethnic
Respondent
Subgroup Chinese English French German Icelandic Jewish Scottish Ukrainian

Chinese

English

French

German

Icelandic

Jewish

Scottish

Ukrainian

"84 "77

"94

"79

.90

.90

"79

"96

"94

"87

.90

.90

"91

"87

"86

.74

.88

"öt

"BB

RR

"79

"86

R2.

.96

.90

.94

"92

.80
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TABLE 2. Ethnic Prestige Ratings of Eight Ethnic Groups
by themselves and by members of Other Ethnic
Groups.

Ethnic
Group

By
Everybody

By
Themselves

By
Others

Residual
Scores

Chinese

English

French

German

Icelandic

Jewish

Scottish

Ukrainian

2"82

4.38

3. 33

3. 56

3 "67

3. 11

3.93

3.L2

3. 00

4"67

3"20

3.7L

4.07

3"26

4"09

,. e,a

2 "79

4.38

3"35

3"54

3.65

3.11

3 "92

3.22

+ .21,

+ .29

-.15

+ "lf

+ 42.

+ "15

+ .t7

- .38
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TABLE 3" Racial Distance Quotients of Twenty Canadian Ethnic
Groups. Means, Standard Deviations, and Standard
Scores.

Ethnic
Group Mean

Standard
Deviation

Standard
Score

Northern and ü/estern

Dutch
English
French
German
Icelandic
Irish
Scottish
Swedish

Southern and Eastern

Hungarian
Italian
Jewish
Polish
Ukrainian

Non-European

Chinese
Eskimo
Indian (Canadian)
Japanese
Lebanese
Pakistani
West Indian

European

L.28
L"29
L"2B
1" 38
1.32
l-"38
t"26
L.27

"7L
.81
.65
.89
.85

l_.00

"64
"68

-1.06
-1.03
-1-.06
-0. 75

-0.94
-0"75
-l_.1_3
-I"09

European

1.67
1_.60

L"77
1" 51

L"46

L"L7
L"L4
L"24
L. 08

"98

0"1-6

-0. 06

0.47
-0"34
-0.50

1" 96

l_.85
2.0L
1.98
2,LL
2.L2
L"94

'J,"28

1. l_3

L,32
1_. 35

L.45
L.4L
L.20

1.06
0 "72
L"22
1.1_3

l-"53
1. 56

1" 00
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TABLE 4. Ethnic Prestige Scores of Twenty Canadian Ethnic
Groups. Means, Standard Deviations, and Standard
Scores.

Ethnic
Group

Northern and Western European

Dutch
English
French
German
Icelandic
Irish
Scottish
Swedish

Southern and Eastern European

Hungarian
Italian
Jewish
Polish
Ukrainian

Non-European

Chinese
Eskimo
Indian (Canadian)
Japanese
Lebanese
Pakistani
West Indian

Mean
Standard
Deviation

"76
.78

1" 09

.86

"89
.87

"79
.83

Standard
Scores

0. 90
1.88
0. 31
0"66
0.82
9"94
L.2l
0"88

-0"01
-0"34
-0.01
-0.60
0.00

-0 "44
-1.34
-2. 49.

-0.L2
-0.61
-1"07
-0.51

3 "72
4.38
3"33
3. 56

3.67
3 "75
3.93
3. 71

3. l_1

2,89
3"11
2"72
3"L2

,. 9,2.

2. 2.r.

L"46
3"04
z.7L
2"40
z.7g

"86
" 

9l_

t-. 06

1_. 00
L"02

.90
1. 03

.80

.95

"83
.95

L.04
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TABLE 5. Correlations between Ethnic Prestige and Social Distance
for Eight Major Ethnic Respondent Subgroups.

Ethnic Group Correlation

Chinese

English

French

German

Icelandic

Jewish

Scottish

Ukrainian

All Groups

* Significant at the .05 level
NS Not significant

B

42

1_5

L4

L4

15

23

25

196

-.24 NS

-"79 +

-"58 *

-.78 *

-.59 *

-.20 NS

-.59 *

-"Ð+ -

-.90 *
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TABLE 6. Standardized Residual Scores for Ethnic Prestige
Generated from Actual Prestige Scores and Prestige
Scores Predicted from Social Distance Scores,
Twenty Ethnic Groupsx

*A negative residual score means that the ethnic prestige score
predicted on the basis of social distance is higher in value than
the actual prestige score for that group, while a positive resi-
dual score means lhat it is lower.

Ethnic Group Residual Score

Northern and Western European

Dutch
English
French
German
Icelandic
Scottish
Swedish

L.75
2.70
1-. 16

L.26
1.57
2"11
t"75

Southern and Eastern European

Hungarian
Italian
Jewish
Polish
Ukrainian

Non-European

Chinese
Eskimo
Indian (Canadian)
Japanese
Lebanese
Pakistani
West Indian

*0; 14

-0.29
-0.39
-0t33
-0.40

-1.29
-L.92
-3 "46
-L.02
-1.83
-2.32
-1"31
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TABLE 7. Social Distance Explained by Cultural Similarity
and Eth¡ic Prestige, Eight Major Ethnic Respondent
Subgroups.

x Where c is cultural similarity, s is social distance, and p represents
ethnic prestige"

Ethnic Group N fcs rcs.p
"sp

tsp.c

Jewish

Ukrainian

French

German

Icelandic

Scottish

English

Chinese

All Groups

15

25

15

L4

I=

23

42

I

156

- "04

.56

"o+

"73

.49

"78

"'I L

,.2,

"67

-.25

"36

.53

.58

.25

"75

.49

.06

"21

-. 18

-.52

-.63

- "79

-.67

-.77

-.77

- 2,4

-. 80

-.30

- ?.4

-. 5L

-. 6B

-. 56

- "v,3

-. 59

-"06

-.62
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TABLE B. Unstandardized Slopes. Social Distance Regressed
on Ethnic Prestige, Eight Ethnic Respondent Subgroups.

* Significant at the " 
05 level

NS Not significant

Ethnic Group N

B

A'.

15

L4

L4

15

23

z5

Regression Slope
(Unstandardized)

Chinese

English

French

German

Icelandic

Jewish

Scottish

Ukrainian

-.22 NS

-"49 *

_"23x

-"62+

- 2.2, ,'s

-. L]- NS

- ,.9, +
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APPENDIX D

Representation of Males and Females in the
Sample and in the Population"

Population Sample
Population: Sample

Ratio

Males

Females

TotaI

7,283

41925

12,208

l_L9

B2

20L

1

1

l_

61-

60

60


